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Abstract: Bolt preload is one of the most significant parameters in bolted connections, which affects 

the static and fatigue performance of bolted connections. Traditional preload measuring methods 

give an estimation of the preload at the moment of tightening but cannot monitor preloading 

losses. In this investigation an initial proof of concept of a DIC based approach to relate bolt 

elongation to bolt preload is presented. Bolt elongation tests were performed to M16 bolts and a 

calibration method was proposed to obtain the bolt preload-elongation relationship for a given 

clamping length range. 
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1. Introduction 

Bolt preload, also known as bolt pretension or clamping force, is the force applied to a bolt that 

compresses the joined components in a bolted connection and holds them together. This tension in 

the bolt is induced by tightening a nut on the thread of the bolt. The amount of preload will directly 

determine the design slip resistance in category B and C shear bolted connections, as indicated by 

the European standard for the design of joints (Eurocode 3, Part 1-8) [1]. It has been shown that the 

bolt preload can decrease the stress concentration at the bolted hole region and thus increase the 

tensile strength of the joint [2], and that it has an effect on the fatigue performance of the connection 

[3-6]. Consequently, the estimation of the bolt preload is of special interest to predict structural 

integrity and residual life-time in bolted assemblies.  

The bolt tightening methods considered in the European Standard for Execution of steel 

structures and aluminum (EN 1090-2:2008) [7] evaluate the preload only at the moment of assembly 

while the loss of pretension is not monitored. Additionally, preload-measuring techniques based on 

torque values are greatly dependent on the lubrication condition and are prone to inaccurate 

measurements [8]. Multiple friction-independent preload monitoring methods already exist such as 

the use of load washers, strain gauges embedded in the bolt and even ultrasonic extensometry [9]. 

However, they require adding external elements to the bolted connection, proximity to electronic 

gear and/or expensive equipment, which limits their use to mainly research projects. Nonetheless 

each of the forementioned techniques has limitations when working in harsh or hardly accessible 

environments. An ideal preload monitoring technique would allow to perform contact-free 

measurements without modifying the bolted connection. Contact-less optical measuring techniques 

have already been employed to measure the bolt preload. In [10], the deformation of the washer 

during preload was related to the clamping force using Digital Image Correlation (DIC). In [11], a 
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similar approach was used by measuring the out of plane deformation produced on the clamped 

surface using three-dimensional electronic speckle pattern interferometry (3D ESPI). However, these 

approaches are sensitive to the location of the extraction of the deformation field and are only 

applicable to specific bolted configurations or materials. This issue could be avoided if the analysis 

would be directly focusing on the direct measurement of axial actions due to tightening. Therefore, 

this paper presents a DIC based bolt elongation measurement method designed to obtain a reliable 

estimation of the clamping force. During the tightening process, a tensile force is applied to the bolt 

and, as a result, the bolt experiences an elongation. The magnitude of the elongation is directly 

related to the amount of preload in the bolt and can serve as alternative preload monitoring 

procedure.  

This investigation contains an initial proof of concept of the DIC based approach. Firstly, a set of 

bolt elongation measurements were performed to confirm the suitability of DIC for accurately 

measuring the bolt elongation. Then the approach is applied to the analysis of static loading 

bolt-tightening under different clamping lengths. Finally, DIC is used to relate the bolt elongation to 

the bolt preload. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Calibration process 

The final objective of this study is to accurately measure the bolt elongation and relate it to the 

preload that has been applied to the bolt. It is well known that the bolt elongates linearly up to the 

proof load, which represents the usable preload range for standard fasteners [12]. Therefore, if a 

certain bolt preload-elongation curve is known, it would be possible to determine the bolt preload at 

any moment of its service life (after tightening, during service control, etc.). However, predicting the 

elongation of the bolt under a certain preload is not a simple task. When a bolt is loaded, the threaded 

portion of the bolt will tend to stretch more than the unthreaded one. Threads within the nut or within 

a tapped hole will also stretch less. The amount of engaged and unengaged thread stretch is directly 

affected by the fastener diameter. Calculations must be made using the exact lengths of both the 

unthreaded portion of the bolt and the remaining length of the unengaged threaded portion of the bolt 

as well as the diameter of the bolt. The complex contact condition among the thread peaks is also to be 

considered. Creating a reliable numerical model requires a great deal of experimental and numerical 

work, which will have to be modified for each bolt type.  

An alternative calibration method is proposed in this study. The bolt can be considered as spring 

system in which the total elongation can be expressed as a function of the force acting on the spring 

and the length of the spring, as shown in Figure 1 (a). These variables can be interpreted in a bolt 

system as the bolt preload (spring force) and the clamp length (spring length). The clamp length is 

defined in EN 14399-4 [13] as the total thickness of the clamped parts, including the washers. A 

schematic view of the bolt system is shown in Figure 1 (b). If the bolt is subjected to its design preload 

force, the bolt elongation will ultimately depend on the clamp length only. In this way, by measuring 

the bolt elongation along a range of clamp lengths, the bolt elongation required to achieve the design 

preload can be obtained. As in the spring system, the elongation-to-clamping length relationship is 

expected to be linear.  
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Figure 1. a) Spring system; b) Bolt elongation under a certain bolt preload; c) Experimental setup.  

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1 (c). The clamp length is modified by adding steel 

plates within the bolt. The studied clamp length ranges from 36 to 78 mm. The preload and the 

elongation are monitored during the tightening process, which is repeated twice for each clamp 

length to ensure repeatability.  

2.2. Bolt geometry 

The bolt metric used in this investigation corresponds with the main bolt type employed in the 

European Research Project DuraMech [14], which are M16 bolts. This project deals with the fatigue 

behaviour of bolted connections in HSS. The aim is to directly apply the findings regarding the bolt 

preload evaluation to the bolted connections in the DuraMech project and therefore, the same bolt 

metric will be studied. This initial bolt elongation experiment was performed with full threaded ISO 

4017 M16x100 8.8 bolts.  

2.3. Bolt preload measurement 

An instrumented washer with 1-LY41-6/350 strain gauges was fabricated to perform the bolt 

preload measurements. The strain gauges were attached to the outer sides of the load washer and 

aligned along the longitudinal direction of the washer. A schematic view of the load washer is 

shown in Figure 2. A compression test was performed to calibrate the strain-load relationship of the 

load washer. This calibration procedure was performed in a Zwick Z250 uniaxial tensile bench in 

displacement control at a speed of 0.1 mm / min. 

 

Figure 2. Load washer dimensions and location of the strain gauges [mm].   
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2.4. Bolt elongation measurement with Digital Image Correlation 

DIC is an optical method for displacement and strain measurements that analyses and 

compares digital images acquired from the surface of a specimen [15]. Due to rapid new 

developments in high resolution digital cameras for static as well as dynamic applications and in 

computer technology, the number of applications of this measurement method increased. DIC 

technique has proven to be a flexible and useful tool for deformation analysis. It is used to monitor 

the displacement field, which is calculated based on the best correlation between the image of a 

deformed surface and a reference image of the un-deformed surface. This calculation is based on 

the Sum of Squared Differences (SSD) correlation criterion. The correlation process is only feasible if 

the surface of the specimen is covered by a random speckle pattern, which is in most cases applied 

with aerosol paint. 

Herein, the digital images were taken by two Allied Vision Manta digital cameras, with a 

resolution of 2752×2206 pixels, mounted on a tripod positioned vertically in front of the bolted 

assembly. Both cameras had a lens with a focal length of 25 mm. Two halogen lamps were used to 

improve lightning and contrast. In order to reduce any possible thermal interferences caused by the 

heat, the lamps were placed behind the cameras. The image noise was evaluated as 0.4% of the 

dynamic range. MatchID Stereo [16] is used to perform 3D DIC measurements. A summary of the 

DIC calculation settings is displayed in Table 1.  

In order to measure the bolt elongation, the displacement fields of the bolt head and the bolt 

thread were extracted and the difference between the displacement magnitudes calculated using 

the following expression: 

∆𝑙𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑡 = √(𝑢ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 − 𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑)2 + (𝑣ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 − 𝑣𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑)2 + (𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 − 𝑤𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑)2   (2) 

 

where u, v and w are the average displacement fields in each direction for the bolt head or the 

bolt thread, depending on the subscript. 

Table 1. Parameters used in the DIC post-processing analysis. 

Parameter Value 

Correlation Coefficient Zero-Normalised SSD 

Interpolation order Bicubic Spline 

Transformation order Affine 

Subset size X step (pixels) 21 X 10 

Noise handling Gaussian 5X5 

History Spatial 

 

Contrarily to most research in which aerosol paint is used, in order to mark the surface of the 

bolt with a random pattern, stickers with a synthetically generated pattern were produced. They 

were attached to the bolt head and thread end to monitor the total bolt elongation with DIC (Figure 

1 (c)). Stickers are easier to apply and less sensitive to the deformation on the underneath bolt 

surface. 

3. Results and Discussion  

The bolt was preloaded twice for each clamping length and multiple elongation measurements 

were performed during each tightening process. The bolt preload-to-elongation relationship is linear 

as evidenced by the resulting measured bolt elongations, as shown in Figure 3 (a) for the minimal 

and maximal clamp lengths. The scatter was also observed to be very low. A linear regression model 

was fitted to each clamp length case and the elongation at the design preload was calculated, see 

Figures 3(a) and (b). 
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Figure 3. a) Bolt preload-to-elongation curve for the minimal and maximal clamp lengths; b) Bolt 

elongation under design preload for a range of clamping lengths.    

It can be noted that under the same preload, the bolt elongates more if a larger clamping length 

is used. The corresponding linear regression model can be defined as, for this type of 8.8 M16 bolts: 

∆𝐿𝑏 = 0.0027 ∗ Σ𝑡 − 0.0183   (3) 

This equation gives an estimation of the required bolt elongation that needs to be achieved to 

ensure that the design bolt preload is reached. Additionally, since the bolt preload-to-elongation 

relationship is linear, any subsequent loss of elongation during service allows to estimate the bolt 

loss of pretension. The bolt preload-elongation relationship can be easily derived for any clamping 

length from Equation 3 as: 

𝐹𝑏 = (
50

0.0027∗Σ𝑡−0.0183 
) ∆𝐿𝑏   (4) 

 

4. Conclusions 

This work presented a model-based contact-less bolt preload measurement technique based on 

DIC techniques. The ultimate goal is to demonstrate the possibility to measure the bolt preload only 

based on the total elongation of the system and its clamping length. The axial load was first 

evaluated based on the axial elongation via a linear elastic equivalent model. DIC was then used to 

provide accurate contact-less measurements of the axial elongation of a series of bolted connections. 

The analysis of the experimental data revealed a linear regression between the bolt elongation and 

preload for the range of studied clamping lengths and demonstrated the feasibility of the research 

question. At the same time, the experimental data highlight a set of limitations that need to be 

overcome to achieve the robustness required for a generic model intended for structural monitoring 

application. As a consequence, future researches will concentrate on how to enhance the 

repeatability of the results both in terms of calibration and of measurement. At the same time a 

deeper analysis of uncertainty will be carried out to highlight the strengths and pitfalls of the 

proposed method. 
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